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QUESTION 1

Although the packet listed below contained malware, it freely passed through a layer 3 switch. Why didn\\'t the switch
detect the malware in this packet? 

A. The packet was part of a fragmentation attack 

B. The data portion of the packet was encrypted 

C. The entire packet was corrupted by the malware 

D. It didn\\'t look deeply enough into the packet 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Routers, layer 3 switches, some firewalls, and other gateways are packet filtering devices that use access
control lists (ACLs) and perform packet inspection. This type of device uses a small subset of the packet to make
filtering decisions, such as source and destination IP address and protocol. These devices will then allow or deny
protocols based on their associated ports. This type of packet inspection and access control is still highly susceptible to
malicious attacks, because payloads and other areas of the packet are not being inspected. For example, application
level attacks that are tunneled over open ports such as HTTP (port 80) and HTTPS (port 443). 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following applies to newer versions of IOS that decrease their attack surface? 
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A. Telnet cannot be enabled or used 

B. The Cisco Discovery Protocol has been removed 

C. More services are disabled by default 

D. Two-factor authentication is default required 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Recent versions of IOS have less services enabled by default, older versions vary but generally have more
services (even those not needed) enabled by default; this increases the attack surface on the device. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following tools is the most capable for removing the unwanted add-on in the screenshot below? 

A. ProcessExplorer 

B. Taskkill 

C. Paros 

D. Hijack This 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which command is the Best choice for creating a forensic backup of a Linux system? 

A. Run form a bootable CD: tar cvzf image.tgz / 

B. Run from compromised operating system: tar cvzf image.tgz / 

C. Run from compromised operating system: dd if=/ dev/hda1 of=/mnt/backup/hda1.img 

D. Run from a bootable CD: dd if=/dev/hda1 of=/mnt/backup/hda1.img 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Using dd from a bootable CD is the only forensically sound method of creating an image. Using tar does
not capture slack space on the disk. Running any command from a compromised operating system will raise integrity
issues. 
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QUESTION 5

The creation of a filesystem timeline is associated with which objective? 

A. Forensic analysis 

B. First response 

C. Access control 

D. Incident eradication 

Correct Answer: A 
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